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Euro-BioImaging contributes to cloud-based biological image 
analysis workflow tools 

Project partners of EOSC-Life, Euro-BioImaging and ELIXIR, in collaboration with the Image Data 

Resource (IDR) and Galaxy, have contributed to one of EOSC-Life’s earliest success stories, by 

bringing important image analysis tools to the cloud.  

 

Introducing important functionalities to the cloud

The project team has facilitated the use and re-analysis of publicly available datasets by 

integrating CellProfiler, an image analysis software with a focus on recognizing cellular 

components, into Galaxy, a key cloud workflow tool. These developments are a major step 

forward for biologists, who will be able to run image analysis algorithms on large openly 

available image datasets to address different biological questions in the cloud. 

In total, Euro-BioImaging and ELIXIR have worked together to integrate 22 CellProfiler modules 

into 19 Galaxy tools, providing scientists with a comprehensive suite to perform tasks such as 

object segmentation and feature extraction in image analysis workflows that can be run in the 

cloud. 
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https://www.eosc-life.eu/
https://www.eurobioimaging.eu/about-us/about-eubi
https://elixir-europe.org/
https://idr.openmicroscopy.org/
https://idr.openmicroscopy.org/
https://galaxyproject.eu/
https://cellprofiler.org/


Benefiting from shared data repositories

Scientists can upload their own images to a Galaxy 

instance and build workflows combining these tools to 

address different biological questions. 

In addition, scientists may use these workflow tools to 

gain new insights by re-analysing previously published 

publicly available datasets, such as those arising from 

large-scale screening efforts. To facilitate the reuse of 

such public datasets from the Image Data Resource (IDR), 

a Galaxy tool to make bulk-downloads possible was 

developed in collaboration with the European Galaxy 

team partners in EOSC-Life.
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https://idr.openmicroscopy.org/
https://usegalaxy.eu/root?tool_id=toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/repos/iuc/idr_download_by_ids/idr_download_by_ids


Providing exemplary workflows & training

An exemplary workflow has been created using these 

tools as part of a Demonstrator project of EOSC-Life. 

This workflow, which focuses on reusing datasets 

from publicly available RNAi screens to investigate 

the nucleoli, is available at the registry Workflow 

Hub.

To ensure these developments are accessible to all, 

a GTN tutorial was created reproducing the work 

done in this project.
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https://workflowhub.eu/workflows/41?code=01Ayacm0RbvLyTaAE%252FALunbR7waqdm2M9tozl%252Fla
https://workflowhub.eu/
https://workflowhub.eu/
https://training.galaxyproject.org/training-material/topics/imaging/tutorials/tutorial-CP/tutorial.html


An important contribution to data-driven life science research

The integration of CellProfiler modules into Galaxy allows biologists to 

manipulate large image datasets – including shared datasets – in cloud 

workflows, performing semi-automated imaging analysis for faster results. 

This is an important step for the biological research community, which will 

benefit from better access to shared data and faster image analysis. And it’s 

an important contribution towards the EOSC-Life mission of supporting 

management, storage and reuse of data in the cloud - for excellent 

data-driven life science research. 

For more information about CellProfiler in Galaxy: 

https://galaxyproject.eu/posts/2020/07/01/cellprofiler/ 
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https://galaxyproject.eu/posts/2020/07/01/cellprofiler/


EOSC-Life: building a digital space for the life sciences

• Establish EOSC-Life by publishing FAIR 
life science data resources in EOSC

• Provide the policies, guidelines and 
processes for secure and ethical data 
reuse

• Populate an ecosystem of innovative 
life-science tools in EOSC

• Enable data-driven research in Europe 
by connecting life scientists to EOSC via 
open calls for participation

Email: opencall@eosc-life.eu

Web: eosc-life.eu/opencall

Open Call Contact

mailto:opencall@eosc-life.eu?subject=WP3%20Open%20Call
http://eosc-life.eu/opencall

